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synonyms for powerful influential significant strong important potent mighty prominent heavy duty antonyms
of powerful weak little powerless insignificant unimportant helpless impotent feeble extremely powerful adj
highly potent adj incredibly powerful adj really strong adj very potent adj extraordinarily powerful adj
immensely powerful adj tremendously powerful adj enormously powerful adj especially powerful adj
exceptionally powerful adj particularly powerful adj remarkably powerful adj quite powerful adj powerful
thesaurus having a lot of physical or mental strength powerful these are words and phrases related to
powerful click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of powerful
synonyms similar meaning view all very strong really powerful extremely powerful highly potent incredibly
powerful really strong very potent extraordinarily powerful immensely powerful tremendously powerful
enormously powerful especially powerful exceptionally powerful particularly powerful remarkably powerful
quite powerful view definitions for powerful powerful adjective as in strong effective compare synonyms
synonyms antonyms strongest matches all powerful authoritative capable compelling dominant dynamic
energetic forceful impressive influential mighty persuasive potent robust vigorous weak matches able almighty
authoritarian big wheel b1 having a lot of strength or force she s an extremely powerful runner the picture
quality is bad because the tv signal isn t powerful enough thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples b2
having a very great effect a powerful drug her speech about cruelty to children was very powerful thesaurus
synonyms antonyms and examples definition having great physical strength a big powerful man synonyms strong
strapping mighty robust vigorous potent energetic sturdy stalwart see examples for synonyms opposites weak
feeble frail debilitated decrepit delicate effete fragile infirm puny sickly unsteady wasted weakly shaky adjective
having or exerting great power or force synonyms strong forceful antonyms weak physically strong as a
person a large powerful athlete producing great physical effects as a machine or a blow potent efficacious a
powerful drug �pa��rfl of people being able to control and influence people and events synonym influential an
incredibly powerful organization extremely immensely enormously powerful the us remains the most powerful
nation in the world she is still a powerful figure in the party a rich and powerful man fortunately we have
some powerful allies 1 adjective a powerful person or organization is able to control or influence people and
events you re a powerful man people will listen to you russia and india two large powerful countries hong
kong s powerful business community synonyms influential dominant controlling commanding more synonyms of
powerful 2 str�� str��� comparative stronger �str���� r �str�����r superlative strongest
�str����st �str�����st word family idioms having physical power of people animals etc having a lot of
physical power so that you can lift heavy weights do hard physical work etc he s strong enough to lift a car
strong muscles only before noun of a person holding an opinion or a belief very firmly and seriously synonym
firm a strong supporter opponent of the government of an opinion a belief or a feeling very powerful strong
support for the government people have strong feelings about this issue not easily broken shahir zag kindness is
a language that the deaf can hear and the blind can see mark twain the idea is to die young as late as possible
ashley montagu somewhere in the world someone is training when you are not when you race him he will win tom
fleming doctor who 10 most memorable quotes from the fourth doctor by derek draven published mar 22 2020
the fourth doctor is often a fan favorite in the doctor who community and this is partly because of his
memorable quotes the fourth doctor was a polar opposite of all the incarnations who came before the
context of where a power is used matters superman on krypton isn t super powered but on earth he is because of
the yellow sun with that out of the way read on for the 100 coolest super immunity and the mind 7 steps
what can both help your immune system and your mood posted september 18 2020 source peter bongiorno
pixabay your mind allows you to be aware of the world b1 having a lot of strength or force she s an
extremely powerful runner the picture quality is bad because the tv signal isn t powerful enough thesaurus
synonyms antonyms and examples b2 having a very great effect a powerful drug her speech about cruelty to
children was very powerful thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples quotation 11455 from 20th century
quotations the very powerful and the very stupid have one thing in common instead of altering their views to
fit the facts they alter the facts to fit their views which can be very uncomfortable if you happen to be one of
the facts that needs altering doctor who view all 3 doctor who quotations



powerful synonyms 73 similar and opposite words merriam Mar 31 2024 synonyms for powerful influential
significant strong important potent mighty prominent heavy duty antonyms of powerful weak little powerless
insignificant unimportant helpless impotent feeble
181 words and phrases for very powerful power thesaurus Feb 28 2024 extremely powerful adj highly potent
adj incredibly powerful adj really strong adj very potent adj extraordinarily powerful adj immensely powerful
adj tremendously powerful adj enormously powerful adj especially powerful adj exceptionally powerful adj
particularly powerful adj remarkably powerful adj quite powerful adj
powerful 91 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jan 29 2024 powerful thesaurus having a lot of
physical or mental strength powerful these are words and phrases related to powerful click on any word or
phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of powerful
very powerful in thesaurus 100 synonyms antonyms for very Dec 28 2023 synonyms similar meaning view all
very strong really powerful extremely powerful highly potent incredibly powerful really strong very potent
extraordinarily powerful immensely powerful tremendously powerful enormously powerful especially
powerful exceptionally powerful particularly powerful remarkably powerful quite powerful
58 synonyms antonyms for powerful thesaurus com Nov 26 2023 view definitions for powerful powerful
adjective as in strong effective compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches all powerful
authoritative capable compelling dominant dynamic energetic forceful impressive influential mighty persuasive
potent robust vigorous weak matches able almighty authoritarian big wheel
powerful english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 26 2023 b1 having a lot of strength or force she s an
extremely powerful runner the picture quality is bad because the tv signal isn t powerful enough thesaurus
synonyms antonyms and examples b2 having a very great effect a powerful drug her speech about cruelty to
children was very powerful thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples
powerful synonyms collins english thesaurus Sep 24 2023 definition having great physical strength a big
powerful man synonyms strong strapping mighty robust vigorous potent energetic sturdy stalwart see
examples for synonyms opposites weak feeble frail debilitated decrepit delicate effete fragile infirm puny sickly
unsteady wasted weakly shaky
powerful definition meaning dictionary com Aug 24 2023 adjective having or exerting great power or force
synonyms strong forceful antonyms weak physically strong as a person a large powerful athlete producing
great physical effects as a machine or a blow potent efficacious a powerful drug
powerful adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Jul 23 2023 �pa��rfl of people being able to control
and influence people and events synonym influential an incredibly powerful organization extremely immensely
enormously powerful the us remains the most powerful nation in the world she is still a powerful figure in the
party a rich and powerful man fortunately we have some powerful allies
powerful definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jun 21 2023 1 adjective a powerful person or
organization is able to control or influence people and events you re a powerful man people will listen to you
russia and india two large powerful countries hong kong s powerful business community synonyms influential
dominant controlling commanding more synonyms of powerful 2
strong adjective definition pictures pronunciation and May 21 2023 str�� str��� comparative stronger
�str���� r �str�����r superlative strongest �str����st �str�����st word family idioms having
physical power of people animals etc having a lot of physical power so that you can lift heavy weights do
hard physical work etc he s strong enough to lift a car strong muscles
strong adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Apr 19 2023 only before noun of a person holding an
opinion or a belief very firmly and seriously synonym firm a strong supporter opponent of the government of an
opinion a belief or a feeling very powerful strong support for the government people have strong feelings about
this issue not easily broken
135 most powerful quotes you ll ever read inspirationfeed Mar 19 2023 shahir zag kindness is a language
that the deaf can hear and the blind can see mark twain the idea is to die young as late as possible ashley
montagu somewhere in the world someone is training when you are not when you race him he will win tom fleming
doctor who 10 most memorable quotes from the fourth doctor Feb 15 2023 doctor who 10 most memorable
quotes from the fourth doctor by derek draven published mar 22 2020 the fourth doctor is often a fan
favorite in the doctor who community and this is partly because of his memorable quotes the fourth doctor
was a polar opposite of all the incarnations who came before
100 best superpowers ign com Jan 17 2023 the context of where a power is used matters superman on krypton
isn t super powered but on earth he is because of the yellow sun with that out of the way read on for the 100
coolest super
immunity and the mind 7 steps psychology today Dec 16 2022 immunity and the mind 7 steps what can both help
your immune system and your mood posted september 18 2020 source peter bongiorno pixabay your mind allows
you to be aware of the world
powerful definition in the cambridge english dictionary Nov 14 2022 b1 having a lot of strength or force she s



an extremely powerful runner the picture quality is bad because the tv signal isn t powerful enough thesaurus
synonyms antonyms and examples b2 having a very great effect a powerful drug her speech about cruelty to
children was very powerful thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples
quote details doctor who the very powerful and the Oct 14 2022 quotation 11455 from 20th century
quotations the very powerful and the very stupid have one thing in common instead of altering their views to
fit the facts they alter the facts to fit their views which can be very uncomfortable if you happen to be one of
the facts that needs altering doctor who view all 3 doctor who quotations
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